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ENAMELS

UNDERGLAZE GREENWARE

Special HOW-TO Projects for Christmas
WE'RE PROUD to add
two new books to the
CM book department

ENAMEL ART
ON METALS

by
Edward Winter
$9.75

A beautifully illustrated deluxe edition, this book by a master
enameler will make a welcome addition to every enameler's
library or an ideal gift. It covers all the standard enameling
procedures and many of the unique methods used by Mr.
Winter. Also included are practical and helpful suggestions
on raw materials, tools and metals. 160 pages, fully illustrated
with 7 full-color plates.

A POTTERY
SKETCHBOOK

by
Aaron Bohrod
$7.50

Aaron Bohrod, one of America's distinguished painters, is
known in the ceramic field for his decoration of pottery
thrown by Carlton Ball. A fascinating collection of Mr.
Bohrod's pottery sketches and decorating ideas have now been
put together in book form. Several thousand sketches and a
number of photos are included in the 208 pages.

CERAMICS MONTHLY Book Department,
4175 N. High St., Columbus, Ohio

Please send me the following:

copies of ENAMEL ART ON METALS @ $9.75

copies of A POTTERY SKETCHBOOK @ $7.50

Name
Address
City  Zn  State
I enclose  □ Check  □ Money Order

WE PAY POSTAGE
THE FINEST OF ALL . . .
OUR NEW SUPPLY AND EQUIPMENT CATALOG NO. 59

100 BIG PAGES

MANY NEW ITEMS
Never Before Catalogued

PRICE ONLY $1.00
Deductible from first $10.00 Order

THE MOST COMPLETE LINE OF HOBBY CERAMIC SUPPLIES EVER OFFERED . . . BY ANYONE, ANYWHERE!

We also publish an 80-page M-58 MOLD CATALOG illustrating 2,105 molds. Price $1.00 (not deductible).
Prepaid freight on mold orders of $50.00 or more within continental U.S.A.

HOUSE OF CERAMICS INC. Phone FA 4-1806
2481 MATTHEWS MEMPHIS, TENN.

We also publish an 80-page M-58 MOLD CATALOG illustrating 2,105 molds. Price $1.00 (not deductible).
Prepaid freight on mold orders of $50.00 or more within continental U.S.A.
UL APPROVED FOR YOUR PROTECTION

Ask your local Electric Company or Fire Insurance Company about the importance of UL approval on any electric appliance.

Others claim that wire and switches are UL approved, but their kilns are not!

TOP LOADING KILNS IN A COMPLETE NEW LINE - ONE UNIT

20 quality built, feature packed models from which to choose. DYNAKILNS feature the patented DYNA-GLOW porcelain element holders... 4-way switches... 2 peep holes... pilot lights... and they are designed with your safety in mind.

MODEL H-8800

FRONT LOADING KILNS

A complete line of bench and floor models available.

MODEL 424

HIGH TEMPERATURE FURNACES TO 3000° F

... using silicon carbide heating elements.

MODEL E49

ENAMELING KILNS

TEMPERATURE HOLDING ENAMELING KILN

Can Also Do Ceramics!

$74.80 plus $2.00 crating charge

Chamber size: 4" x 8 1/2" x 8 1/2"

MODEL E48 ENAMELING KILN

All steel welded case... gravity door...

Patented Dyna-Glow element holders... Plugs in anywhere... attains enameling temperatures quickly regardless of voltage conditions...

$25.00

no crating charge.

Chamber size: 4" x 8" x 8"

*Pyrometer available at $20.00 extra
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7 new products by Reward

The most famous brand of colors and glazes is proud to introduce 7 needed products. Please write for a FREE school or dealer Color Chart.

☐ SPARKLE WHITE GLAZE
An outstanding Sparkling White Opaque Gloss finish, truly dramatic and beautiful. Use instead of Clear Glaze when white finish is desired.

☐ ALL PURPOSE WOOD STAIN
A superb no-fire wood stain that applies easily over bisque. Polishes to a realistic wood finish and can be waxed if desired.

☐ DRIFTWOOD STAIN
Another no-fire stain which duplicates the beauty of real driftwood. Excellent for planters.

☐ NEW UNDERGLAZE COLORS
Two excellent new colors have been added to the Tru-Tone palette of color, #159 Cherry Red and #111 Autumn Brown. No increase in prices.

☐ OVERDRIFT
A specialty art medium that gives white frost effect over glazes. This effect contrasts beautifully with single color Gloss or Lustre Glazes.

☐ VALENCE ORANGE GLAZE
A warm Spanish shade. Now available in 4 oz. sizes.

Reward
CERAMIC COLOR MFRS., INC.
150 S. Barrington Ave. Los Angeles 49, Calif.
Letters

This column is for CM readers who have something to say—be it quip, query, comment or advice. All items sent in must be signed; names will be withheld on request. Send letters to: The Editor, Ceramics Monthly, 4175 N. High St., Columbus 14, Ohio.

COLD AND HOT FOR ECKHARDT
# I am not at all pleased with my recent copies of your magazine. They tend too much to instruct only children without any attempt to display the true or the beautiful.
In sculpture, if you can call it that, your Miss Eckhardt is a primitive and this kind of art may be all right for children, but during the last few years I have looked in vain for something more mature.
Why can't you show some animal figurines modeled, molded, and cast? I mean animals that could be identified and not distorted caricatures. Unless something like this comes along I am not going to subscribe to your magazine any longer.

ROBERT H. ROCKWELL
Exmore, Va.

# . . . I especially enjoyed “A Chat with Eckhardt—” in the September issue. I am a beginner in this fascinating art and I read everything I can on the subject. Miss Eckhardt’s article is very enlightening. I am sure there are others like myself who will refer to this article over and over . . .

MRS. O. L. ADAMS
Wellington, Ohio

LIKES TWO NEW SERIES
# I just could not let this month end without telling you that September 1959 is your finest issue. I miss the July and August numbers and September is doubly appreciated; but let me assure you that that is not the reason I find this issue to be superior. One look at the cover—the words Kiln-Formed Glass and Lively Art of Earthenware and I knew this was special. How long I have waited for the earthenware series and although this is really only the “kick-off”—the promise of much information to come is there. I know that Kay Kinney is one of the pioneers in forming glass—once again you made an excellent choice.

There is much I do not know about publishing, but this I am sure of: you are very particular about the person chosen to write your articles and those articles must be top quality . . .

MRS. G. B. HODGES JR.
Williamsport, Pa.

SHARING IDEAS ON GLASS
# . . . I’m having a lot of fun with kiln glass. Thank you for telling about it. I enclose a small sample decorated with ceramic colors and Japanese brush painting. The latter technique has good possibilities, it seems to me.
I am also experimenting with high-fire glass colors for convexing. This gives wider range than ceramic materials. Also, I use some finger painting methods for decorating as you can see in the enclosed photo.
Thanks again . . . Merry Christmas!

HENRY BOLLMAN
East Gloucester, Mass.

HOBBYIST GIVES APPRECIATION
# The home hobbyist needs a magazine such as CERAMICS MONTHLY to keep up with new ideas. Even if one doesn’t try everything, it does combat the staleness and that well-known rut that’s so easy when one works alone. Even a trip to the studios is more interesting; you know what you want and ask for it.
I do think it is fine to cater to the advanced ceramist, but please don’t forget us “time-killer,” try-to-do-it and sometimes-proud hobbyists . . .

MRS. GLENN PADESKIE
Davenport, Iowa

---

TEACHERS....

MAYCO’S ONE FIRE GLAZES ARE ECONOMICAL TOO!

It is a pleasure to teach with MAYCO glazes as they are already prepared and you can devote all your time to teaching . . . Besides, they cost no more!

WITH MAYCO YOU GET FEWER REJECTS, GREATER STUDENT INTEREST AND A HIGHER LEVEL OF CERAMIC ACHIEVEMENT.
MAYCO IS YOUR BEST BUY!

AMERICA’S FINEST COLORS DEALERSHIPS OPEN. See Your Nearest MAYCO Distributor or Write Us.

MAYCO COLORS
10645 CHANDLER BLVD., NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

CERAMICS MONTHLY
Conducted by the CM Technical Staff

Q Is a special plaster needed for making molds for ceramics or will patching plaster work alright?—E.B., Seattle, Wash.

Always use pottery-grade plaster. This is made especially for ceramic molds and will give best results. It is very fine grained, free from impurities, more standardized and thus will give consistently good molds. It costs about the same and is readily available at most ceramic supply shops. Builders' plaster can give hard and soft spots as well as rough surfaces and should not be used, except perhaps for small press molds.

Q I am planning to make tiles approximately four inches square and about one-half inch thick for countertops. Can you give me suggestions on casting so that I will have durable tiles that are easy to make?—Mrs. G. M. W., Hockessin, Del.

I would suggest you pour them in a solid mold (not a drain mold). A red clay fired to vitrification will be very durable and will not even require glaze. A good stoneware slip will also be adequate. A high-fire glaze will withstand wear best—say cone 4-5 and above. —K.S.

Q Is it safe to serve food in homemade plates that have been decorated with an "art" glaze? I am worrying about the possibility of lead poisoning.—V.O., Tifton, Ga.

Many low-fire glazes contain free lead which, of course, can be harmful if eaten. If acid-containing foods, such as citrus fruits, juices, rhubarb, etc., are served in these containers they... Continued on Page 11
**Where to Show**

**Indiana, Greencastle**
November 15—December 5
First DePauw Ceramic Show; DePauw Art Center. Open to residents and former residents of Indiana; may submit one to six pieces. Jury; prizes; sales. Fee: $2 each person. Deadline for entry blanks and work, November 4. For entry blanks and details, contact: Richard Peeler, Art Instructor, DePauw University.

**Ohio, Youngstown**
January 1—31, 1960

**Special for Hobbyists**

**Florida, Orlando**
November 5—8
Central Florida Ceramic Show, at the Orlando Garden Club. Open to residents of Florida. Awards; jury. Deadline for entries: November 3. For details, write: Bertha Davis, Show Chairman, P.O. Box 11011, Coconut Station, Orlando.

**Louisiana, New Orleans**
November 21—22
Tri-State Ceramic Show; sponsored by New Orleans Department of Recreation, at Lyons Center. Open to residents of Louisiana, Mississippi, and Florida, who are amateur or hobby ceramists. Fees: 25 cents each entry; Nativity or other sets, $1. Delivery date: November 20. Jury; awards. For details, write: Jay Handelman, Department of Recreation, Civic Center, New Orleans 12.

**New York, White Plains**
November 6—13
Westchester Arts and Crafts Guild 29th Annual Exchange, at County Center. Open to residents of Westchester County. Media include crafts. Fee: $5 membership dues. Jury; prizes. Work due: November 5. For details, contact: Charlotte E. Kizer, County Center, White Plains.

**Ohio, Columbus**
November 5—26

**Illinois, Charleston**
November 8—29
"Midwest Designer-Craftsmen," Smithsonian Institution Traveling Exhibition, Civic Center, Charleston.

**California, Los Angeles**
November 14—December 6
"British Artist-Craftsmen," Smithsonian Institution Traveling Exhibition; at Art Department, University of California.

**Where to Go**

**New York, New York**
December 4—31
Second Annual Show; Art Directions Gallery, 654 Avenue of Americas. Media: Painting, sculpture, ceramic and other crafts. Sale of ceramic-craft juror, David Campbell, President American Craftsmen's Council. No entry fee. Handling charge, $5 for accepted work only. Purchases; two-man show awards. Work due November 21. For prospectus, write: Gallery, 545 Ave. of Americas, N.Y. 11.
OUTSTANDING
Glaze Combinations

#1 Two coats #103 Rusty Brown
  Two coats #105 Coral
#2 Two coats #103 Rusty Brown
  Two coats Spill base
  Two coats #105 Canary
#3 Two coats #103 Rusty Brown
  Two coats Spill base
  Two coats #142 Waikiki Blue
#4 Two coats #102 Black
  Two coats Spill base
  Two coats #105 Canary
#5 Two coats #102 Black
  Two coats Spill base
  Two coats #141 Orange
#6 Two coats #105 Canary
  Two coats Spill base
  Two coats #117 Streaked Amethyst
#7 Two coats #111 Camellia Pink
  Two coats Spill base
  Two coats #201 Matt Gun Metal
#8 Two coats #114 Gray
  Two coats Spill base
  Two coats Camellia Pink
#9 Two coats #108 Chartreuse
  Two coats Spill base
  Two coats #104 Tropic Green
#10 Two coats #139 Cyclamen
  Two coats Spill base
  Two coats #105 Canary
#11 Two coats #139 Cyclamen
  Two coats Spill base
  Two coats Blue
#12 Two coats #141 Orange
  Two coats Spill base
  Two coats #201 Matt Gun Metal
#13 Two coats #222 Pewter Gray
  Two coats Spill base
  Two coats #203 Birdseye
#14 Two coats #213 Italian Antique
  Two coats Spill base
  Two coats #226 Inca Gold
#15 Two coats #207 Gumwood
  Two coats Spill base
  Two coats #120 Emerald Green
#16 Two coats #120 Emerald Green
  Two coats Spill base
  Two coats #103 Rusty Brown
#17 Two coats #103 Rusty Brown
  Two coats Spill base
  Two coats #210 Jade
#18 Two coats #103 Rusty Brown
  Two coats Spill base
  Two coats Satin #12 Magnolia Green
#19 Two coats #103 Rusty Brown
  Two coats Spill base
  Two coats #141 Orange
#20 Two coats #134 Golden Amber
  One coat Spill base
  One coat #101 Imperial Ruby
#21 Two coats #134 Golden Amber
  One coat Spill base
  One coat #110 Coral
#22 Two coats #134 Golden Amber
  One coat Spill base
  One coat #137 Orchid
#23 Two coats #134 Golden Amber
  One coat Spill base
  One coat #142 Waikiki Blue
#24 Two coats #134 Golden Amber
  One coat Spill base
  One coat #209 Obsidian
#25 Two coats #142 Waikiki Blue
  One coat Spill base
  One coat #103 Rusty Brown
#26 Two coats #142 Waikiki Blue
  One coat Spill base
  One coat #108 Chartreuse
#27 Two coats #117 Streaked Amethyst
  One coat Spill base
  One coat #141 Orange
#28 Two coats #107 Dark Oak
  One coat Spill base
  One coat #123 Myrtle Green
#29 Two coats #141 Orange
  One coat Spill base
  One coat #102 Black
#30 Two coats #141 Orange
  One coat Spill base
  One coat #233 Autumn Glory

Try TRU-FYRE—use the best. Buy the ceramic line of
QUALITY and DEPENDABILITY

NOVEMBER, 1959
CM's Pic of the Month: This stoneware tea set with sgraffito decoration is by Jim and Nan McKinnell, Deerfield, Mass. It was one of the top attractions at the Univ. of Illinois spring exhibit, "American Craftsman—1969," devoted to 12 husband-and-wife teams. Both McKinnells received ceramic degrees at the University of Washington (Seattle). They have studied and taught, both here and abroad, and have been producing pottery for 11 years. In 1957, they moved to New England where they now maintain their studio. Operating as a team, each does all phases of forming, decorating, firing. Their work is wheel thrown; they use five wheels—two electric and three kick—each having its own special application.
Answers to Questions
Continued from Page 7

can attack the glaze, dissolving some of the lead, and thus entering the human system.

Write to the manufacturer to see if the specific glaze you are concerned with contains lead. If so, I would avoid the type of acid foods mentioned or not use the plates for any food.

Q Can you tell me how to make glass pieces in my kiln? Mine flows together and bubbles and never gives a smooth finish. G.J., Abilene, Tex.

It sounds as though you are firing the glass much too high. The trick is to fire the glass only enough to allow it to sag into the mold. This is tricky because the actual time and temperature will vary for different kinds of glass and for different makes of kilns. For full details on how to arrive at the best firing procedure, see the detailed article by Kay Kinney in the September issue of CM.

Q Every once in awhile after dipping my bisque pieces in clear glaze one or two of them will come out of the kiln with several small craters. Can you tell me why?—P.C., New Haven, Conn.

These craters are generally called pinholes. Usually it indicates that the glaze was not allowed to heal sufficiently in the kiln.

During firing, a glaze will "boil and bubble" as the materials melt and give off gases. As it approaches maturity, however, it should be fluid enough to heal over and become a smooth-surfaced glass. Either the glaze is too viscous at its maturing temperature or you are slightly underfiring the glaze or not allowing it to soak sufficiently at its final temperature.

Trouble-shooting by remote control is tricky at best, but I would think that your best solution would be to try soaking

Continued on Page 13
SKUTT & SON Introduce
THE QUALITY WHEEL
You've Been Waiting for...

• VARIABLE-SPEED ELECTRIC
• POWERFUL, VIBRATIONLESS
• MOST RUGGED & TROUBLE-FREE

Two years of field testing insure you delightful freedom from mechanics. Permanently lubricated, mudproof, etc.

Write for Fact Sheet, Free Trial Offer

VARIABLE-SPEED ELECTRIC
MOST RUGGED & TROUBLE-FREE
POWERFUL, VIBRATIONLESS

NEW YORK, NEW YORK
through November 29
Exhibition of enamels, Museum of Contemporary Crafts, 29 West 53rd Street.
Emphasis of exhibit on contemporary work ranging from domestic objects, jewelry, to wall panels; some 400 objects from 125 craftsmen in display.

OHIO, COLUMBUS
November 1—22

PENNSYLVANIA, PHILADELPHIA
December 7—28

PENNSYLVANIA, PHILADELPHIA
November 9—December 31
Christmas Crafts Exhibition, The Philadelphia Art Alliance, 251 South 18th Street.

TENNESSEE, MEMPHIS
November 15—December 13
"Fulbright Designers," Smithsonian Institution Traveling Exhibition, Brooks Memorial Art Gallery.

WISCONSIN, MILWAUKEE
through November 15
The 1959 Wisconsin Designer-Craftsmen 39th Annual Crafts Exhibition, at the Milwaukee Art Center. Display includes glass and ceramics.
Answers to Questions
Continued from Page 11

the glaze as long as possible at its final temperature. This would
mean slowing down your firing so that the final cone will bend
at a very slow, even rate. Instead of turning off the kiln com-
pletely, switch back to medium for approximately a half hour
so that the glaze will soak at its final temperature without over-
firing. Some ceramists cover the top of the kiln with asbestos
insulation so that the heat will be retained longer and the kiln
will cool more slowly giving a smoother glazed surface.

Pinholed pieces do not necessarily have to be thrown away.
You can rub the pinholes with an abrasive stone, dab on some
more glaze and refire.

In your copper enameling handbook, one of the projects
mentions the use of squeegee oil. What is this and where can
it be obtained?—Mrs. W. A., Huntington, N.Y.

Squeegee oil is a commercial product available from most
enameling suppliers. If you have trouble locating it in your
own city, drop us a note and we will be glad to steer you to
several companies that handle it.

Why do I get fine hair-line cracks in transparent enamels?
Repeated firing doesn’t seem to help, as the cracks vanish in
the kiln but reappear after awhile.—R. K. C., Trenton, N.J.

Some transparents absolutely require a transparent counter
enamel (the enamel coating on the back of the piece) or they
will crack. This is caused by a difference in the expansion and
contraction between different kinds of enamels. So if you are
having trouble, use a transparent counter enamel on pieces
that will have transparent enamels on the face.—K. B.

All subscriber inquiries are given individual attention at CM; and
out of the many received, those of general interest are selected
for answer in this column. Direct your inquiries to the Questions
Editor; please enclose a stamped self-addressed envelope.

For Better
More Consistent
Results
ORTON
Standard Pyrometric
CONES

Orton cones are your guide to more uniformly
fired ware. Here is a leaf from industry’s book
that you can use. For complete details on this
economical control method see your dealer or
write direct.

The Edward Orton, Jr. Ceramic Foundation
1445 Summit Street Columbus 1, Ohio

NOVEMBER, 1959
OF AMERICAN PottERS

by GEORGE BEZANSON

This article is reproduced with permission from "Handicrafts," published by the Dept. of Trade and Industry, Halifax, N.S.

When I began this series of articles on famous contemporary potters, I knew that eventually I should have to come to the craftsmen of the United States.

It is fashionable to criticize the Americans in almost every respect. It has become a wearisome institution to regard everything they do as crass commercialism—devoid of sensitivity. It is almost socially obligatory to accept the benefits of their tremendous energy without thanks.

On the subject of pottery, I confess that I find this general deprecating attitude a little tiring, if not downright ridiculous. If the "Parvenu" were to convey their knowledge of American ceramics solely from that bag of stock cliches—"plebian .... artless" etc., I would be no less inclined to laugh than were they to exclaim: "pale face speak with forked tongue".

The artificially sophisticated view of American production, at whatever level, is a sort of flood of stereotypy. From the studios of American artist-potters has come a flood to be sure, a veritable deluge of all that is most beautiful in contemporary ceramics.

Quite hollow are the moulings and aesthetic cant of the "crass commercialism" crowd. The Scandinavians, for all the reverence their work evokes, have not the singular resourcefulness of the American potter. On the one hand the Scandinavian potter is largely supported by industry subsidy, a luxurious existence contrasted to the American potter who has wrested his craft from pioneering hardships, and marketed it through individual effort.

The venerable Bernard Leach has in the past stated that American potters unfortunately have no traditional roots. This would be a genuine criticism to the British, so steeped in

Continued on Page 34
Stilts for Jewelry

Stilting small pieces such as earrings and small costume pins can be a headache, but here is an easy method that we recommend to all our friends: Take a very small portion of regular ceramic modeling clay and roll it into a bead about the size of a small spring pea. Put this tiny bead of moist clay in place on the kiln shelf. Now, put the glazed earring button on the clay bead and press lightly. This will hold the piece off the kiln shelf during firing. After the kiln is fired, the little clay bead will either drop off or if the glaze has stuck, a flick of a fingernail should loosen it. Stilting earrings this way has the added advantage of creating a small glaze-free area on the back where the earring back can be glued. Try it; it has been a timesaver for us!

—Conrad Wilson, Chipita Park, Colo.

Doctor’s Light for Close Work

A doctor who was getting rid of some surplus equipment gave me something that has proved extremely useful for cloisonne enamelwork and other techniques where good light is essential. It is a light attached to a leather headband—the sort worn by ear, nose and throat doctors when you say “aaaah—.” It’s wonderful the way the light is directed on the work.

—Laura K. Popenoe, Washington, D.C.

Avoid Distortion while Applying Handles

When making cups, I invariably push them all out of shape when putting the handle on. I resolved this problem as follows. I glaze and fire another cup of the same size or slightly smaller, that has no handle. I place this inside the leather-hard cup before trying to attach the handle and it acts as a firm support and prevents distortion.

Usually you can use a cup of the same size because it will shrink enough during drying and firing to fit inside the greenware cup.

—Mrs. Alfred Klein, Scarsdale, N.Y.

Easy Way to Wax Feet

Often I find on getting ready to spray bisque ware, that I have forgotten to wax-resist the foot to keep it free of glaze. To avoid a delay while the water-soluble wax is drying I started waxing the foot as I take the warm ware from the kiln.

Two ways are possible: 1) I take a small candle or taper such as are used in churches and run it around the warm foot. It fits at once to the foot and will not slip. Also I can notch the candle and make the waxed area as wide as I wish. 2) If I have no candle handy, I use the large-size crayons of any color. The color burns out leaving a slight whitish residue which is rather a good finish for the bare clay. If this is undesirable, it can easily be removed by the humble wire pan cleaner.

—Jeannette R. Moore, Rochester, N.Y.

Hint for Glazing

I find that a “Long Finger,” the kind used for removing pickles or olives from tall jars, is very useful in dip glazing very small pieces. It also is very convenient for holding them when brushing on glaze. The fingers may be found in the housewares section of department stores.

—Mary R. Perrey, Baltimore, Md.

Dollars for your Thoughts

CM pays $1 to $5 for each item used in this column. Send your bright ideas to Ceramics Monthly, 4175 N. High St., Columbus 14, Ohio. Sorry, but we can’t acknowledge or return unused items.
THERE IS an exciting technique of firing pottery which produces very different, beautiful glazes. The results vary. They may be copper and silver lusters, all shades of copper reds, copper reds with designs in the glaze, variegated smoky grays, glazes with incised crackle and many other effects—depending on your imagination, ingenuity, and diligence. The firing technique is important—the temperature can vary from cone 10 to as low as cone 04.

I stumbled upon this idea once long ago while trying to produce a copper-red reduction glaze at cone 04. The kiln I was using was a broken-down, round, china-decorating gas kiln. The glazed pottery had been fired to cone 04, but being curious and impatient I opened the door of the kiln to peep inside to see the beautiful copper red. All I saw was a weak green color. Being determined to get some sort of result, I decided to smoke the kiln more and reheat the pottery in a reduction atmosphere to see if this would help, since there was nothing to lose.

The poor old kiln did not have a damper, so to make the kiln smoke I had to go outside the studio, up a ladder to the roof, put an enamel pan over the chimney, then climb down to see how the kiln smoked. Then back up on the roof to open the chimney a bit, then back down to look at the smoke and flame! Black soot was everywhere. I opened the kiln door to look at the pots again, while the kiln smoked and I learned something new in the hard way. When the reducing kiln door was opened and I stuck my head into the kiln that was robbed of oxygen, in rushed fresh air that ignited with a swoosh of flame, soot, and heat. For weeks, I had no eyelashes or eyebrows, and a peculiarly uneven haircut with a singed smell that seemed never to leave.

Since then, during firing I always open the damper of a kiln before I open the door!!

Anyway, after becoming exhausted climbing up on the roof to adjust the pan on the chimney and rushing down to the kiln to adjust the flame for what seemed hours and hours, the effort was rewarded. On opening the kiln door there was a most wondrous effect. One pot was covered with a lustrous copper color. What could be done to retain it or preserve it? The heat remaining in the cooling kiln might destroy the glaze color.

I put on asbestos gloves, wrapped my arms with old pieces of cloth, took a blacksmith's tongs and reached into the hot kiln and removed the copper-colored pot. The copper luster remained to confound all who gazed upon it. The pot was not much, but the glaze promised much future excitement and adventure.

With a better kiln and hundreds of tests and many changes in firing techniques, the process has been simplified and improved and most important is always rewarding. This is the how-to-do-it process I have worked out.

**HOW TO DO IT**

For a glaze, use Ferro frit number 3134 or O. Hommel frit number 26. To this, add 1% copper carbonate for color. Add gum and a suspension agent such as Epsom salts, add water and mix the glaze twice through an 80- or 100-mesh screen to mix it. The glaze is now ready for application.

Apply the glaze to a bisque pot. Fire it in an oxidizing kiln to any temperature from cone 04 to cone 10. Better results are produced if the glaze is fired to cone 5 or higher. This may seem like a mistake to many potters, but it works. The glaze will fire well over this wide range. Of course, the proper clay body must be used for the temperature at which the glaze is fired. [A cone 04 body for a cone 04 glaze firing, a stoneware or porcelain body for a cone 5 to 10...](Continued on Page 36)
Nativity
IN CLAY
by ALICE LASHER

Slab Sculpture makes the Creche an Adaptable Project for the Schoolroom. At Home, It's Ideal as a Family Activity. Full details on the following pages.
THE CRECHE, of course, is the major expression of the birthday celebration called Christmas. The stable at Bethlehem with the Infant Jesus, Virgin Mary, St. Joseph, the oxen and asses, the adoring shepherds and Magi have all been presented in Christmas displays in many different ways.

Clay is my favorite material for creating a Nativity scene for the mantle above my fireplace. And slab building is the method I used for making the figures pictured here. This could be a family project—each member of the family being given a figure or two to make. To be most successful, however, design ideas should be pooled and one design theme selected for the whole group to use to hold the project together in size, shape, and general design. Once the approach is worked out, each member can make his own figures. (This is what is known as “togetherness.”)

Clay and slab construction have good possibilities as a classroom project, too. A class of 30 or 40 students, for example, could be broken into groups of six or seven, each making its own Nativity set. Or, they could do one huge project—an extensive Nativity scene including lots of animals, shepherds, and such. Here, too, it would be an interesting group project to arrive at a common design. Perhaps a “juried show” of sketches or models would bring out the best from the group.

FOR HELPFUL ideas on designing the various members of the Nativity scene, I went to several Christmas picture books for children. Here I found many large detailed drawings and I received more inspiration than I needed.

I roughly sketched out the standing figures and decided that I would build them all in an identical manner to make things simple. By changing the dress in a couple of instances and using different decorations and accessories, each figure could take on its own personality. (Mary and the Christ Child were to be built individually.)

Clay slabs are for me the easiest to work with. Unlike balls of clay or other solid building methods, hollowing out isn’t necessary since the figures will be hollow to begin with. I decided on cone-shaped figures to which I would add heads, clothing, and other details for individuality. I decided on a buff clay (cone 04) to which about 20 per cent grog had been added.

I like to work with patterns and I decided that only two were necessary; one for the cone-shaped body and another for the sleeves of the robes.

1. I rolled out the clay to the desired thickness, using a small rolling pin and two sticks of wood as thickness guides. The patterns were set in place and cut around with a very sharp knife. Here you see the body being cut out and at the left the pattern for the sleeves. I am working on a piece of cotton sheeting so that the cut-out shapes will be easier to handle.

2. I don’t remove the cut shape but instead reach under the sheeting and fold the clay into a cone. This is the easiest way to handle the slab and shape the cone.

3. I gently pinch the clay to form a tight seam. Brushing thick slip along the edge before welding the two sides together might be a good idea to help prevent cracks when the piece dries.

4. When the cone has been neatly shaped and is stiff enough to stand without sagging, I roll a small ball of clay in my palms and with a dab of slip fasten it to the flattened top of the cone. This will be the head. Other shapes to be added are shown on the tile at the left. These include the beard, a crown, the hair and other features. The large shapes are the flowing sleeves of the robe.

5. The various pieces are attached with slip and firmly thumbed into place so they won’t break off during drying and shrinking. Here the facial features are put in with a modeling tool.

THE MOTHER MARY and her Babe in the Manger is a bit of clay work any child (or adult) would love to do. This manger is three inches long; the posts, two inches high.
AS EASY to do as they appear in these pictures are these first three steps. Once you have your patterns made and get the cones cut out and made, you're well on your way to the real-fun stage. Making the cone shape with the clay still on the cloth is a neat trick; it makes easy handling of the thin slab of clay. Now the cone-shaped body is set aside to stiffen a bit.

THE FIGURE begins to go together in Steps 4 and 5. Carving adds decorative touches, but it is all kept quite simple in design and clean of line. In the sixth picture, the man begins to look like somebody as final touches are added to his beard. His robe is yet to be given some decorative detail around the sleeves and bottom.
Christmas sculpture brings together the Magi and the shepherds to join in the Nativity scene.

6. All of the necessary features have been added and textures and decorations are scratched and pressed in.

As I mentioned, all of the standing figures were made in the same way. You can see close-up views of all of them in the various photos on these pages.

The figures of Mary and the Christ Child were modeled from pieces in much the same way.

All the pieces were dried very slowly. First, they were wrapped in plastic bags, so the moisture content throughout would become equalized. After a day or two, they were placed in a warm draft-free corner until thoroughly dried. The grog in the clay will help the sculptures dry without danger; however, since so many small pieces were added, you can't be too careful. The pieces were then fired without glazing or further decoration. The plain clay, either buff or red, is more satisfying for these humble figures. Very dull matte glazes could be used on portions of the sculptures; however, avoid gaudy decoration.

THESE SHAPES are quite easy to make. The sizes of the figures could be something between four to eight inches tall. (Mine are a shade taller than six inches.) With figures less than four inches, you would find pinching or carving from the solid lump of clay more practical. Figures taller than eight inches would present problems in sagging and drying.

After one or two are made, the rest will come rapidly. And, since there is no glazing or decorating, one firing takes care of the whole project.

For family projects, you may even decide to make a variety of these Nativity sets to give as family gifts.
OUR WISE MAN, at the right, is in profile showing the flare of his sleeve and how simple the decoration.

THE SHEPHERDS in their simple garb come with hope on their faces; one brings a lamb, the others carry their working staffs.

THE WISE MEN, or Magi—priests from ancient Persia—are dressed more elaborately and carry gifts. They had been expecting a Savior; so when they saw the Star, they came prepared. This idea is conveyed with the accessories in their hands and the extra decoration on their robes.
The Lively Art of Earthenware
by Karl Martz

"Memo from Rome—3rd Century"

With the contemporary appreciation of texture and surface quality in the materials used in our homes, I feel that an overlooked effect is the simple ceramic finish so successfully used by the potters of the Roman Empire: Terra Sigillata.

The sharply molded metallic-looking relief on the Arretine type of ware is evidence that it was a cut-price imitation of costlier silver vessels; but, nevertheless, surviving repaired pots show that it was valuable enough to be worth riveting together. Most inspiring to me, however, are the freely decorated wheel-thrown cups, bowls and beakers made in Gaul, Britain and the Rhineland. The forms are sometimes a bit awkward but the deep, crisp incising or the spirited slip trailing are, at their best, done with a sure vigor that points the way for an exciting contemporary use of this ancient technique.

Terra sigillata is a hair-thin surface coating of ultra-refined clay. It is refined by gravity—letting the larger particles settle out of a thin slip until only the very finest particles remain in suspension. These extremely minute particles melt at a slightly lower temperature than do the larger particles constituting the bulk of the parent clay, thereby yielding a denser more vitreous surface, with a sheen reminiscent of waxed wood. Being so thin, all the detail and freshness of the clay texture comes through clearly.

My version of this Roman technique is made from a local red-burning shale obtained from a plant producing common field tile. To prepare two or three quarts of terra sigillata slip, I start with ten pounds of clay and ten pounds (or pints) of water. This is deflocculated by adding two tablespoons of ordinary drugstore waterglass. The thin, watery slip is blunged vigorously with an electric mixer for about thirty minutes.

The shale, as it comes from the tile plant, has been ground to pass only an 11-mesh screen. It contains coarse sand and rock fragments which settle out almost instantly when the mixer blade stops. The rest of it takes longer and although I am habitually impatient to start testing it, I find that the slip must settle for at least 24 hours before satisfactory results can be expected.

After 24 hours practically all of the clay has settled, filling the lower two thirds of the container. The upper third holds a water-thin slip. This has enough clay suspended in it to be opaque and at the very top is a little clearish water, usually not over a half inch. All of this thin slip is poured off. With this particular clay the sediment settles so firmly that it remains undisturbed during the pouring. If the sediment is not this firm a siphon will quietly remove the slip.

You will have to experiment with available clays and find the exact process best suited to the clay you select. I find that with less deflocculant the sediment does not drop so quickly nor pack so firmly and there is much more clear water at the top. Since clays vary so much it is impossible to give specific instructions applicable to all cases.

You have observed that undeflocculated clay tends to settle as a fairly uniform mass leaving clear water on top. Deflocculation helps to suspend the slip if the clay is thick enough. In a slip with excess water, as this one is, deflocculation suspends only the finest particles, letting the larger ones sink.

The right amount of deflocculant can be determined only by the way the clay reacts. By trial and error, determine the amount of deflocculant which gives a watery, opaque suspension with a minimum of clear water on top and a distinctively separated sediment on the bottom. Then you can be reasonably sure that only the finest particles remain in the suspension. These are the ones you want.

Before application, the slip is screened through 100 mesh to remove bits of straw, dried grass and other floating impurities. When it is agitated, characteristic shimmering swirls appear, very similar to the swirls that appear in aluminum paint when it is stirred.

I usually apply this terra sigillata slip to a dry piece by brushing or by dipping if the piece is small. Other methods can be used. There is so little clay in the slip that at least three leisurely dips are minimum to produce a good surface. The specific gravity of the slip at this consistency is roughly 1.05.

As the slip ages the settling continues at a slower rate. After a week there will be perhaps a half inch of very smooth textured sediment in the bottom of a gallon jar. I sometimes use this as an undercoating to produce a smoother surface. To do this, pour off all the liquid except an amount equal to the sediment which is re-suspended by working it through the fingers. One or two brushed coats of this concentrated slip topped with one or two coats of the original slip (the very finest particles) produces an effect similar to the appearance of aluminum paint.

Continued on Page 37
IT'S SUCH JOY to trim a Christmas tree! I cannot imagine one single person who does not love to do it, just for the love of it and the spirit that comes over you, year after year, after year. We can invent no end of ornaments to decorate a tree; and, for some reason or other, we never have enough of them.

Enamel, with its color and luster, is fine for Christmas ornaments. So I will try to inspire you to start a collection of tree ornaments to which new pieces may be added every season. I will make them easy to do, with not too much work, but they are just basic ideas. If you really develop them, they can become little treasures.

Tree ornaments have a habit of turning around and around on their strings. Even if we prevent that by attaching them to the tree with wire, they still show both sides. Nothing else to do, but to make tree ornaments attractive from every angle. A simple suggestion: A strip of copper bent to a U like sugar tongs; a hole drilled through in the center of the curve to lace a string through. The string, of course, is added after we have enameled the U-shaped piece of copper as colorfully and interestingly as we can.

This is only the "A B C" of the U; certainly we can embellish it with a lot of tricks. We can bend to a U the double-shape of a fish, or an angel, or Santa Claus, or an abstraction, or whatever comes to mind. We can make it more and more three dimensional. I just want to give you ideas or technical hints, and no specific designs, to make you create for yourself. Sometimes people send pieces that they have done after reading this column. It pleases me no end to see how different their pieces are from what I had ever done with the same method—this only by the way! These U-shaped objects, without the hole in the head that is not needed in this case, can be used standing up as figurines or as bases for candlesticks or whatnot. That for the U-shape!

A sunburst star for the top of your tree can easily be made if you take a cork ball or solid rubber ball and stick in wires so that the wires go in all directions. One wire should be longer to be tied to the treetop. The other wires get their ends curled to a loop. On these loops, with jump rings, we can hang assorted earring blanks, enameled of course with whatever we like. This star will look charming any which way.

Strips of copper, with the sharp corners rounded out and a hole drilled on each end of the strip, can be bent to any shape so that the ends meet like a bracelet and hang on a tree. It is good to decide on a design and make a trial-run from wire. Then stretch out the wire to arrive at the correct length for the strip to cut.

To enamel these shapes on both sides faultlessly demands some practice. If they are dipped in slush and then decorated with our regular enamel techniques, we have no problem covering the copper. Everything comes out well that starts well.

In the case of tree ornaments, there is nothing to say against pasting on bits of rhinestones and mirror or anything that glitters and catches the light. In my opinion everything is allowed that gives you pleasure and makes your tree a joy to look at, even if it is not correct for a "purist's" enamel.

Have fun and a very happy Christmas to all of you!
MULTI-PIECE ornaments (connected with nichrome wire) are especially appealing. On these, glass gold was applied over the entire surface and the pieces fired to 022. The wires and covering jewels were glued in place (the gold was first erased at these points) then a design in liquid glass colors was painted on. During retiring, the gold disappears where the colors were applied giving beautiful color effects.

TREE ORNAMENTS of glass certainly isn't a new idea. But glass decorations, that you have made yourself to brighten the home at Yuletide, might very well be something new.

Working with glass is fun and making Christmas decorations is an excellent way to practice. The whole purpose is to create colorful items, so you needn't worry about specific shapes, decorations, etc. Anything that will catch the light and glimmer and shimmer will be in good company on your tree.

In the first two articles in this series [September, October] we covered firing techniques and glass cutting methods. The new procedure to learn with respect to hanging ornaments is how to make the hanging mechanism. There are two ways: Embed a loop of fine wire in the glass; or drill a tiny hole at one end.

HOW TO DRILL A HOLE

An ordinary manually operated hand drill with a spade drill-bit is best for making a small hole in glass. A power drill is not recommended as it is harder to control and can easily shatter the glass.

A small scratched mark made by twisting the pointed end of a file will help keep the drill bit in place so that you can get started at the exact spot that you have selected for the hole. Be sure you have an adequate mar-

SIMPLEST TECHNIQUE is to cut interesting shapes from single-strength glass (so they'll be light in weight) and paint on easy-to-do geometric designs. On these—gold designs were fired on one side. Then the pieces were turned over, the wire set in place and designs in glass colors painted on the other side. The transparent glass allows the two decorations to "intermingle."

BEJEWELED pieces—glimmering and shimmering in the light—are the most colorful, and are fun to make. Small squares and irregular shapes are glued in place in a pattern paying attention to color, too. They are not allowed to touch. During firing, they melt into domed shapes and fuse to the base glass. The two pieces at the right are free-form shapes of lavender-colored glass with gold decorations.
from GLASS

gin of glass surrounding the area for the hole.

Hold the piece of glass firmly in place by using a wooden jig or by clamping it to a padded surface. Adhesive foam rubber fixed to the inner jaw of the clamp will ease the pressure and help prevent cracking of the glass.

A lubricant, usually a half-and-half mixture of kerosene and light oil, will keep the bit cool and make drilling easier. Only a drop on the drill bit after it is in position is required.

The drill is held vertically and turned as fast as possible. If the resulting ground glass is dry and white, add another drop of lubricant. Very little pressure is needed; usually the weight of the drill is sufficient.

As soon as the glass is pierced, stop drilling and turn the glass over and complete the hole from the other side. This will prevent the under side from chipping out.

If holes are drilled before firing, make a paste of whiting and water and pack the hole so that it will not seal shut in the kiln.

**WIRE LOOPS FOR HANGING**

Fine wire permanently embedded in the glass is a trickier method for providing a hanger. The wire cannot simply be laid on the glass surface with the hope that it will embed itself sufficiently to hold. It must be sandwiched between two layers of glass (laminated) to hold sufficiently. For ornaments of this type, the method is simple.

Make a loop of wire; set it in place with a dab of glue so that it will remain where you want it, and then set a small glass jewel on top also held in place with a dot of glue. In the kiln, the jewel and the base glass will soften and fuse together and the wire loop will be tightly entrapped in the middle.

The glue I mention is a commercial paper glue called Wilhold Glue. You may find other glues to work, but this is the best I have found as it fires out in the kiln without discoloring the glass or leaving a residue. Not all other glues are so accommodating.

The covering jewel can be any kind of glass. Jewels are made by taking any small pieces of scrap glass (ranging from a quarter-inch to a half-inch square) and firing them just enough so that they melt and form a nicely rounded ball. Of course, they will have one flat side—the side that was resting on the kiln shelf. A generous amount of whiting on the kiln shelf, incidentally, will help prevent the jewel from sticking.

*Pre-fired* jewels are needed if the covering glass is made from a harder glass (such as bottle glass) than the base glass. Obviously they would not be able to melt into

Continued on Page 33

**BRUSH STROKES** are featured on these ornaments but they were made exactly the same way as the simple pieces shown at the far left. A gold decoration was fired on one side and wire and colors on the other. Overglaze colors, although generally used at lower temperatures, work well on glass at the approximate cone 014 that is required.
QUICK AND EASY decorations are foremost in our minds, this time of year. Every ceramic hobbyist (who is proud of his work) wants to make his own gifts; but we must all be careful that we don't become involved in long, tedious processes. Time and impatience won't permit it.

So we look for simple techniques: decorating methods that can be done very quickly but don't look skimpy or hurried. More often than not we find that some of the very simple, direct decorating methods give a more interesting decoration than most of the long drawn-out approaches—a spontaneous freshness and vitality instead of the all-too-common painful, tedious look.

The sponge shapes demonstrated here are particularly fine as motifs for children. Their simplicity is something a child understands and loves. Just dip a soft medium-size sponge into underglaze color, and half the decorating job is done. One caution, however; it is easy to dab on too-thick a layer which can flake off in the kiln. It's well to have the underglaze thinned down and be sure the sponge is well dampened with water before dipping into the underglaze. Also make sure the greenware has been freshly cleaned and is quite damp. Don't dab on too many coatings or the interesting sponge texture will disappear.

Outlining in a dark color completes the motif. Don't try to outline the exact shape neatly—keep it spontaneous and free. Also avoid too much detail. After bisque firing, the pieces shown here were glazed and refired.

The teddy bears are only one motif possible with the sponge. Any furry or feathered animal can be portrayed this way. You might even try "the gingerbread boy."

Plates and tumbler sets, like the one shown here, will be cherished by any little boy or girl. Particularly if you personalize them with a greeting on the top or underside. •

In this series of articles, no specific brand of underglaze is either suggested or implied. The nationally advertised brands are highly competitive in quality and price. Mr. Bellaire's advice is to use those brands you feel give you the best results.

THE TECHNIQUE, as you can see, involves dabbing on a rough shape with a sponge dipped in underglaze color. Then outline and put in details in black with the liner brush.

YOU'LL be surprised how many pieces you can make without having any two come out exactly alike. Each will have its own personality.
A FANTASY VILLAGE

from greenware by Phyllis Cusick

FANTASY VILLAGE has a dream quality in keeping with Christmas sugarplum fairies, Santa’s workshop elves, and all the rest of the holiday-inspired sprites.

Only three molds were used: A cone and two sizes of balls. By limiting the forms, unnecessary cuteness is avoided and elaboration is by brush strokes only. If a variety of forms were used, the eye would be confused by a riot of shapes and color.

STEP 1. Cast eight cones in various heights. (Note photo above.) While cones are in a leather-hard stage, cut out heart-shaped areas, leaving one end attached, and gently pull away from cone to simulate branches of a tree. Remove two branches entirely. In these holes, we place small birds or tree animals. Do not clean branches; the roughness simulates pine needles. After drying, coat branches with a white foamy glaze and fire to cone 06.

STEP 2. Apply a flat green color to entire tree, wiping excess from white tree branches. The line work is done in black in a scroll-whirlygig type of decoration. Bows, zigzags, curves and dots cover the entire tree, accenting the branches. Gold is used for highlights. Paint birds or animals and attach to holes provided for them.

STEP 3. Cast three large balls and two medium-size balls. Flatten bases immediately after removing from molds. Place two large balls together firmly with slip, and two medium-size balls, and leave one large ball for a single house. Cut a hole and insert an L-shaped clay coil for a chimney. Carve lines for doors and windows, and apply foamy-white glaze to chimneys and housetops. Fire to cone 06.

STEP 4. Paint small house bright red, medium house bright yellow, and the large house turquoise. Using black, outline doors and windows. Finish curtains, doors, and other areas in brilliant colors, and accent with gold.
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HAVE YOU ever thought of making a wall plaque with either a religious or happy holiday theme for the Christmas season? Cleverly designed and brilliantly colored, it can be just that extra something that your decorating scheme needs. As a gift for a friend or relative, it would certainly be received with overwhelming enthusiasm.

The way we do it, plaques of this type are very easy to make; so don't let their impressiveness make you hesitant. Here is how we made ours.

We sketched a simple line design on a large sheet of paper the size of a commercial plaster slab. We then reversed the design and traced it through carbon paper onto the plaster slab.

Next, the plaster was soaked in a pail of water for a few seconds (wet plaster carves easier) and with round and V-shaped wood-cutting tools we carved along the carbon lines. (In the finished object, these carved lines will stand out as raised lines.) We added texture and other details until we felt the design was complete enough for casting.

A coil of clay was built up around the four sides of the slab to act as a retaining wall for the casting slip. Then the slab was very carefully leveled so that the slip would build up in an even thickness over the entire area.

A good quality casting slip was poured all over the plaster surface to a depth of approximately 3/8 inch. As soon as the slip was firm, the clay was removed from the edge. In a few minutes, the slip seemed dry enough so that it would easily come away from the mold. A plywood sheet, slightly larger than the plaster slab, was placed on top of the casting and the entire assembly turned over. The plaster slab was carefully pulled from the casting.

Cast wall plaques, with your signature, make treasured gifts...
PLAQUES

At this point, you either have a good casting or a good idea for alterations that are needed. Study the casting and see if the design stands out as it should. If not, carve some of the lines deeper, add more texture, and make whatever other corrections are needed.

This, essentially, is the procedure for making the plaster mold and the casting. We made quite a number of castings and to keep them from looking alike, we changed the plaster slab each time by carving additional features. Also it is possible to use only sections of the design, so that with these variations you can make a large number of “individualized” plaques.

The edges were trimmed and sponged and then the decorating and glazing were done. Some of the castings were glazed directly on the greenware because it was easier to scrape and sponge away mistakes. On some we made the raised lines black to resemble stained-glass windows; on others we made the lines gold or platinum.

We fired the castings by standing them on edge against the side of the kiln. We found that this method helped prevent warpage and cracking.

The finished pieces were mounted in a variety of ways. Some were glued to boards covered with linen; others on monk’s cloth; some just on shellacked and varnished boards.

(Your plaques, incidentally, don’t have to be so large. You can take small plaster slabs—you can even use the outside surfaces of old molds by scraping them clean and smooth—and use this identical procedure to make small decorative pieces for the Christmas tree.)

This has always been a favorite project of our entire family, and we are sure it will be of yours once you have tried it.

VARIATIONS ON ONE DESIGN

THESE PHOTOS by the Seeleys show one design with variations in treatment. The plaque with black lines (upper left) and mounted on polished wood gives a stained-glass-window effect.

A SILHOUETTED design (center) on a fabric-covered board achieves another interesting and decorative panel.

Just another Christmas Tree?

Well frankly—YES, but a lovely SAFE, soft light for patio dining later on. Use any type candle.

Our own off-beat decorating techniques sent free with order.

All Designs Original

“Candle Cone”
Cone 12" — $15.00
2—3 piece molds. Cut-out areas lightly suggested on mold. Size may be reduced to 10" also.

Molds shipped FOB Trenton, N. J.

No COD’s please 10% pkg. Dealer Discounts

R & R STAPLETON

DESIGNS

Foxwood, New Jersey

THE MOST DEPENDABLE KILNS MADE . . . AT LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES!

Craftklin

(U.S. Registered)

by Stewart Clay

CRAFTKILNS beautifully finished in a green Hammer-tone, heat-resistant paint. They are available in five types to suit every ceramic need. Front Loaders, in both STANDARD and HI-FIRE models. Top loaders, in both STANDARD and HI-FIRE models and METAL ENAMELING KILNS. Stewart will also build kilns to your specifications. Please write for complete information on custom kiln construction.

CHECK THESE CRAFTKILN FEATURES:
• Face Hardened Refractory Brick
• Guaranteed Elements and Switches
• U.L. Approved Components
• Pilot light on Models
• Nichrome or Kanthal Elements
• Manufactured to Exacting Specifications
• Economy of Operation
• Low Initial Cost

Prices range from $12.95 up including packing charges.

STEWART’S QUALITY CERAMIC GLAZES & SUPPLIES

are of the highest quality to fill your every need. There’s a Stewart Glaze for any job you require. Write for details. Send 25c for NEW COMPLETE CATALOG — Dealer Inquiries Invited.

STEWART CLAY CO., INC.

131 Mulberry St., Dept. LG
New York 13, New York
by CLARK HEIPLE

KIDS LOVE clowns. And every kid knows that there are no two clowns alike. As a clay project, therefore, a clown face is a highly creative project, since each child will be absolutely determined to avoid copying and create his very own clown.

If you don't believe this, give a classroomful of kids a three-inch ball of clay each; tell them to make clown faces—and stand back! That's what we did at our summer camp and it proved to be one of the most interesting projects of the summer.

General instructions to the class include a reminder to avoid adding clay wherever possible. The children are encouraged to pinch out the entire shape so that the disappointment of stuck-on pieces of clay falling off during drying or firing can be avoided. If pieces must be added, they are "glued" together with thick slip (made by mixing some of the same clay with extra water until it has the consistency of thick cream).

When the clown face is completed, the back is hollowed out by digging with a spoon or clayworking tool. This will help the piece dry more evenly preventing cracking during drying or blowing up during firing.

Decorating is always special fun and here again you will be surprised at what the young folks can come up with. On second thought, it shouldn't be too surprising; after all, how can you go wrong with color on a clown's face?

Underglazes are fine because they will give vivid colors and will stay put—no running in the kiln. A clear glaze over all and the job is done. Another good coloring medium is the self-glazing engobe which fires at cone 06. With this material, you are essentially applying the color and the glaze at the same time. I have used this material with several groups of elementary children with very good success.

What can clown faces be used for?

Well—they don't have to be used for anything, but they do make good paperweights. If they insist on something functional, remind the youngsters that paperweights are easiest to use if they have a handle. They will get the idea immediately, and the nose will become the most obvious handle to most of them. The more adventurous will make handles out of the ears, a hat, or even the chin. Kids sure are inventive. The more I reminisce about this camp project, the more I realize that it was as much or more fun for the instructor.

TAKE ONE small ball of clay and add one small boy—and you will soon have a clown face to end all clown faces!

A SPOON makes a good digging tool to remove the clay from the back. Hollowing out gives good cracking insurance.

SIDE VIEW of the finished product shows the neat handle the nose makes so Dad can use it as a paper weight at the office.
SCULPTURE WITH BELLAIRE—IN NEBRASKA

An enthusiastic letter from Hastings, Nebraska, brought the photo below and the following information to our attention. The writer was Lole Wallenmuth, supervisor of the ceramic department of the Hastings Museum.

She wrote: “Enclosed is a picture showing the results of one day of sculpture class with Marc Bellaire! Only with such a teacher as he could eight of us who had never sculpted before start with 15 pounds of clay ... and achieve these results.”

Shown in the photo, left to right: Bellaire, Dorothy Heil, Mabel Spady, Mrs. E. C. Moranville and Nellie Jungert. Other sculptures in the photo were made by Karen Wright, Jan Keogh and Mona Mackie.

CM readers will know Marc Bellaire for his monthly article on underglaze decoration and for the CM Handbook he authored.

A NOTE FROM HOUSTON

The Texas Gulf Coast Ceramic Society, Houston, Texas, has installed new officers, as follows: president, Edgar J. Kauflmann, Jr.; vice presidents, Barney Wilborn, Mrs. Al Donaho, and Mrs. E. L. McDaniel; secretaries, Mrs. Alber White and Mrs. Fred Ham; treasurer, Mrs. Teddy Gutowski; board members: E. C. Atson, Kyle Roundtree, Mrs. Else Huckaby, Mrs. Pat Price, and Mrs. Alfred Spreen.

FULTRIGHT EXHIBITION ON TOUR

Outstanding work of more than 35 young American designers and craftsmen, who have received Fulbright Grants for study abroad, is on tour as a Smithsonian Institution Traveling Exhibition. The “Fulbright Designers” will be in Memphis, Tenn., November 15. (See Itinerary—Where to Go—to keep posted on touring exhibits.)

This exhibit of about 150 works includes ceramics and stained glass. The selection of works for the exhibit was made by writer and critic Edgar J. Kaufmann, Jr., former director of the Museum of Modern Art’s “Good Design” project.

ARGILARTISTS ON EXHIBIT

The first ceramic exhibition of the recently formed Argilartists is on display until November 4, at the Nonagon Gallery in New York City. The Argilartists, a cooperative ceramic group, is composed of leading young ceramists on the East Coast.

Continued on Page 32
NEW!

CHRISTMAS LIGHTS

1. REAL ELECTRIC BULB SET—24 bulbs and sockets $3.95. Extra bulbs .10 each.
2. PLASTIC LITES .05 ea.; .75 per set of 15.
3. STAR FOR TREE TOP .05 ea. Other styles of lites in Catalog.

Send only 50c (refundable) for new 126-page 10th Anniversary Catalog!

BERGEN ARTS & CRAFTS INC.
300 S.W. 17th Ave., Dept. CM, Miami, Fla.

The largest and most complete Ceramic and Art Supply Shop in Western New York.

BUFFALO CERAMIC AND ART SUPPLY CENTER
437 FRANKLIN ST. BUFFALO 2, N. Y.
PHI: GRANT 4442

ANDERSON CERAMICS COMPANY
P.O. Box 789, 714 Greenville St., Anderson, S. C.
Complete Ceramic Supplies
Free Catalogue

The Famous
KLOPFENSTEIN POTTER'S WHEEL
Write for FREE information
H. B. KLOPFENSTEIN & SONS
R.F.D. #2 Dept. A Crestline, Ohio

THE PERFECT TIMER FOR CERAMISTS

Wear it while you work.
Time your casting and firing exactly for perfect results. Timer will sound a buzzing warning at any pre-set time from 5 minutes to one hour.

4 colors: Red, Black, White, Yellow
$5.95 each postpaid
Dealer's discount in one dozen lots.
No COD's please.

ART-CRAFTS SUPPLIES, INC.
180 N.W. 62nd Street Miami 50, Florida

Visit the NEW HOME of Bell Molds
WHITE ORCHID PORCELAIN

Buy BELL MOLDS, over 400 designs. Send $1.00 for the BELL MOLD CATALOG. Refunded on the first $10.00 order.

Bell Ceramics, Inc.
Tabor Rd. (just off Rt. 10)
MORRIS PLAINS, NEW JERSEY

CeramicActivities
Continued from Page 31

The work of the Argilartists extends from pottery and sculpture to relief and enamels. Members of the group are: Fong Chow, James Grimm, Arthur Floyd, Marilyn Fox, Ka Kwong Hui, Didier Jouneaux, Mancour, Dean Mollavey, Minnie Negoro, Henry Okamoto, Stan Rosen, Jeff Schlander, and Oppi Untracht.

SECOND INLET POTTERS SHOW
The 1960 show of the Inlet Potters Association will be Alaska's second February state-ceramic show, to be held at Anchorage, Alaska's largest city.

The first show, last February 18, in the spacious lobby of the First National Bank, included 55 entries. In competition were wheel-thrown, sculptured, hand-built, and molded pieces. Cash prizes were awarded first and second winners in the four divisions. "How-to" demonstrations featured wheel-throwing during the four-day show. Available Alaskan clays and Alaskan motifs are adapted to the ceramic medium, reports Mrs. Vernon A. Johnson, president of the Inlet Potters. Shipping distances are too great to permit the use of clays from the south 48 states—shipping costs would be greater than the cost of the clay, so local potters dig and utilize a dark, gray plastic clay from a deposit south of Anchorage.

MRS. VERN JOHNSON won first in the wheel-thrown division with the jar (above) and first in sculpture with the mountain sheep. Each is 6 1/2 in. high. The jar has a speckled matte glaze.

Moist Red and White Clay

$10.00 Per Hundred Pounds
F.O.B. Detroit

Norwest Novelty Co.
Phone MAYfair 6-6003

CERAMICHROME
15215 S. Broadway, Gardena, Calif.

CERAMICS
FINISHED AND GREENWARE
Distributor: * Reward * Dobe Ola
* Wiloughby * Symphony * Kay Kinsey
Bergen & Marx brushes, also tools.
In molds we distribute MARC BELLAIRE,
GARE, WILLOUGHBY, KAY KINNEY.
Our stocks of all are large and varied.

HAZEL HURLEY STUDIO
830 Warren Avenue Downers Grove, Ill.
Call WO 8-0719

CERAMICS MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT

SPECIAL PREPARED BODIES
Our business has been expanded to include all types of clay bodies—varied colors for slip-casting, throwing and sculpture.

Our business has been expanded to include all types of clay bodies—varied colors for slip-casting, throwing and sculpture. Write for special clay sheet.

OUR AIM IS QUALITY
JACK D. WOLFE CO., INC.
62 Horatio St. N.Y.C., N.Y.
(212) 477-5400

Wholesale and Retail

CERAMICS MONTHLY
Coat Hangers for Support

If your clay has a tendency to slump or sag when making tall, slim sculpture or figurines, cut a length of coat hanger and insert it through the part which needs support. Remove wire as soon as the figure is dry enough to hold the weight or else the clay will crack; then plug the hole.

—Malcolm Lewis, Billings, Montana

Recipe for Mending Cracked Bisque

There are many materials and methods for mending ware but this idea works best for me. I first apply a touch of clear glaze to give strength and then force kiln cement paste into the crack. When the cement is dry, I smooth it out and then apply glaze gum and a touch of underglaze to match the bisqued piece or to match as nearly as possible the glaze to be used.

I used this same procedure to mend a bad crack in a glazed dish, following it up with a touch of the original glaze and refinishing. I put a stilt under the cracked portion for added support. The mend was almost impossible to see.

—Priscilla Campbell, Center Ossipee, N.H.

Ornaments from Glass

Continued from Page 25

a smooth ball over the wire if merely fired to the lower temperature needed for the base glass. If soft glass (such as stained or cathedral glass) is used, it need not be jeweled in advance. Just glue a small square over the wire loop and fire it all at one time. The glass will shrink up slightly during firing, so be sure the square of glass is large enough initially or the ends of the wire loop may be exposed.

GENERAL SUGGESTIONS AND INSTRUCTIONS

Any kind of scrap glass can be used for the Christmas ornaments. All margins and corners left over from previous cuttings provide an excellent source for these small projects; and many of the irregular shapes can often be used without further cutting.

No mold is required for these flat pieces, making this entire project a really simple one. The shape can depend entirely on your glass cutter.

Firing is done on a flat kiln shelf or fire brick. Since they are fired just enough to round the edges (and no bending and sagging to worry about), you can estimate the firing temperature at approximately 50° less than you would need for sagging temperature. Stained glass, being softer than window glass, should be fired at an additional 50° less.

You may want to make some extremely lightweight ornaments; if so, use picture-frame glass which is even much thinner than single-strength glass. Watch your firing temperature: The thinner the glass the less heat it will require (and the less pressure in cutting).

There are as many ways to decorate these pieces as there are people. A variety of examples are shown in the photographs and some suggestions and instructions for decorating are given in the captions.

If you haven't yet tried working with glass, this would be an excellent time—and these ornaments an excellent project—for getting started. And if you don't yet own your own kiln, this is another good reason to get one!
CERAMICS MONTHLY

NEW!

HAND POLISHED
GOLD PLATED SETTINGS
Special for porcelain blanks. Hundreds of new styles in Earrings, Cuff Links, Bracelets, Pendants, etc. New Porcelain shapes now available in choice of White or Black Glaze and Bisque. Sample set of findings and porcelain to fit—only $1.00 ($2.00 Value). Send only 50c (refundable) for new 136-page 10th Anniversary Catalog!

BERGEN ARTS & CRAFTS INC.
300 S.W. 17th Ave., Dept. CM, Miami, Fla.

CERAMIC TEACHERS: Ceramic-Molds Enameling.

books. Free catalogues to schools and ce-

Let us help you with your ceramic needs.

TRIVETS, black • WOODEN

Seeley's Ceramic Service

Let us help you with your ceramic needs. We have a complete line of school supplies and equipment: slips, clays, colors, kilns, wheels, tools, brushes, sprayers, pens, and books. Free catalogues to schools and ceramic teachers: Ceramic-Molds Enameling.

3 S. 220 Park Blvd., (So. of Re. 55) Glen Ellyn, Illinois

MAYCE COLORS - KILNS - CLAY - SLIP

Dealerships, Distributorships available on molds, Glasstain (Liquid Glass).

KAY KINNEY
725 Broadway Dept. G-11 Laguna Beach, Calif.

Always remember:

Speedy Spurs * Gay-Way Glazes
Studio Sieves * Cole Potter's Wheel
are made exclusively by
COLE CERAMIC LABORATORIES
Gay-Way, Sharon, Connecticut

Write for FREE LITERATURE

Complete Ceramic Service & Supply
WHOLESALE - RETAIL
Mayco Colors - Kilns - Clay - Slip Brushes, etc.
fran languth ceramic studio
3 S. 220 Park Blvd., (So. of Re. 55)
Glen Ellyn, Illinois

Our specialties . . .

MOSAICS
COPPER ENAMELING


$3.50

Soriano Ceramics, Inc.
Long Island City 8, N. Y.
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CONToured Glass

Kits for Glass Bending

Kit #1—(Boats)—Round mold, 2 glass plates, turquoise and emerald Glasstain, brush, whisk, etc. $4.95 postpaid within continental U.S.A.

Kit #2—(Lamination)—Square mold, 4 glass squares (size 2 for each dish), pink glass luster, chartreuse color, texture flakes, brush, whisking, $4.75 postpaid within continental U.S.A.

Full instructions in each kit. Enough color to bend many more pieces.

Clay collar mold catalogue 25c

Dealerships, Distributorships available on molds, Glasstain (Liquid Glass).

Contoured Glass

Kit #1—(Boats)—Round mold, 2 glass plates, turquoise and emerald Glasstain, brush, whisk, etc. $4.95 postpaid within continental U.S.A.

Kit #2—(Lamination)—Square mold, 4 glass squares (size 2 for each dish), pink glass luster, chartreuse color, texture flakes, brush, whisking, $4.75 postpaid within continental U.S.A.

Full instructions in each kit. Enough color to bend many more pieces.

Clay collar mold catalogue 25c

Dealerships, Distributorships available on molds, Glasstain (Liquid Glass).

KAY KINNEY
725 Broadway Dept. G-11 Laguna Beach, Calif.

Please Mention CM when writing our advertisers

Write for FREE LITERATURE
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SHOW TIME
WASHINGTON
KILN CLUB'S
SEVENTH
INTERNATIONAL

THE SEVENTH International Exhibition of Ceramic Art, sponsored by the Kiln Club, and held at the Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C., in August and September, was held in three sections. The local show included 209 pieces from Virginia, Maryland, and the District of Columbia. Fifty invited American artists competed in a second show; and 116 works from 20 other countries formed the international show which was noncompetitive.

Three of the prize-winning pieces are shown on this page. Other prize-winners in the local show were: Martha Lorimer Fauntleroy, Florence B. Higgs, Thera E. Kahler, Annelies Kahn, Joan Orlov, Lynette Peters, and Don Turano.

Invited American Artists winners, besides Louis Raynor, were: Dale Hays, Ruth Gowdy McKinley, Alice Sperry, Leona and Frederick J. Whitteman, Irene Hamel, and Gerald Williams.

Jury members were: John Butler, Ossipee, N.H.; John Davis Hatch, Jr., director, Norfolk, Va., museum.

"BEST IN SHOW" award went to Louis Raynor, Michigan State University, for this large wheel-thrown stoneware vase. It was glazed in matte tans, browns, and greens. It also won the $25 cash award from the B. F. Drakenfeld & Company, N. Y.
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Strictly Stoneware
Continued from Page 16

AURORA BOREALIS RHINESTONES
Many new colors available now is pointed and flat back. New lot's eyes and round flat back stones in all colors. Sample packet of Aurora and other colors only $1.00 [$2.00 value].
Send only 50c (refundable) for new 136-page 10th Anniversary Catalog!
BERGEN ARTS & CRAFTS INC.
300 S.W. 17th Ave., Dept. CM, Miami, Fla.

IT'S OUT!
Our new, bigger and better CERAMIC SUPPLY CATALOG on the market. Free to Schools & Institutions.
See your dealer or distributor or write:
FRANCOISE CERAMICS
1185 So. Cherokee Denver 23, Colo.

SCULPTURE CLAY
ATTENTION ART SCHOOLS, COLLEGES, SCULPTORS. NOW, BUY SCULPTURE CLAY direct from our Factory warehouse. This clay, with the addition of Grog, has a very nice plasticity, plasticity, and firmness. Now it’s possible to build larger and more solid figures.
MINNESOTA CLAY CO., Dept. 2A
3148 - 10th Ave. So., Minneapolis 7, Minn.

CERAMIC CREATIONS
Wholesale and Retail Ceramic Supplies
4115 W. LAWRENCE AVE.
CHICAGO 30, ILL. MULBERRY 5-1484

PARAGON KILNS
Factory Trained Serviceman in attendance at all times. AIR BRUSHES a specialty, 8 complete sets available starting at $45.00 (compressor included). Write for information.

“LEADING THE ADVANCE”
Norman Quality Kilns Are Always A Bargain
Complete catalog on request — FREE! Booklet about firing and pyrometer adjustment.....only 10c per copy.
All you want to know about buying Kilns is "The Wonder Booklet" only 25c per copy.
NORMAN CERAMICS CO., INC.
P.O. Box 412 Mamaroneck, N.Y.

KEMPER TOOLS
for Ceramics
Kemper Lace Tool ............ @ 75c
Kemper Clean-Up Tool N.S. .... @ 75c
Kemper Clean-Up Tool O.S. .... @ 85c
Kemper Rose Cutter Set ........ @ 1.25
Kemper Texture Tool ........ @ 1.25
Kemper Zig-Zag Saw H.D. .... @ 65c

Write for FREE CATALOG EVERYTHING IN CERAMICS!
Clay—Kilns—Glazes—Wheels—Tools—etc.
ARTS & CRAFTS DISTRIBUTORS, INC.
9520 Baltimore Ave., College Park, Md.

FRANCOISE CERAMICS
distributor for AMERICAN BEAUTY GLAZES
Atlantic—Hilltop—Holland—Duncan—Glasgow—McAfee—Kilns—Duncan E-Z Flow Glazes—Mack China paints—
Brushes—Tools, etc.
113 49th St. N.E., St. Petersburg, Florida

Contact Trinity for Superior
CERAMIC and PORCELAIN CLAYS
Trinity CERAMIC SUPPLY
9016 Diplomacy Row Dallas 35, Texas
Telephone FL 6-6121

CERAMICS MONTHLY
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--bakes ceramic hard in your kitchen oven

in a few minutes: cuts costs to pennies. Send

or complete kit CM600, only $6.50, and free

a most complete selection of ceramic--

culture--casting foams and materials for

--beginners -- students -- professionals --

WHITE FOAM GLAZE (06)

Ideal for Christmas Decorating

4 oz jar 65¢, Pint $2.25

A product which will be as popular as our

already popular EZ-O-FLY Underglaze color; 2 oz jar 45¢, Pints $3.00

RODER CERAMIC STUDIO

Box 116

CLIFTON HEIGHTS, PA.

CERAMIC SUPPLIES FOR SCHOOL

and INSTITUTIONS OUR SPECIALTY

We have a complete line of supplies

and equipment; MOSAIC TILE; CLAY, dry, moist or liquid; KILNS;

POTTER'S WHEELS; GLAZES, dry and

prepared; UNDERGLAZES; CHINA PAINTS; Tools, and raw

materials.

FREE catalog to schools and institutions.

(Other send 50c refundable on first order.)

MIDWEST CERAMIC CENTER

722 Southwest Blvd.

Kansas City, Missouri

RAINBOW CERAMIC STUDIO

701 Bowen St. CL 3-7215

Dayton 10, O.

DISTRIBUTORS OF: Symphony Products, Skutt

Kilns, DEALERS: Byrnes Slip, White Orchard

Porcelain, EZ Flow Glazes and Underglazes,

Tru-Fyre Underglazes, American Beauty Series.

Wholesale & Retail • Instructions • Custom

Firing • Clean, top quality Greenware.

DON'T BUY A KILN

until you read "How to Choose a Hobby Kiln".

It’s free, 20 illustrated pages of facts to help

you get the most for your money. Explains

elements, insulation, heat loss, firing cost.

ALL FACTS—NO ADVERTISING, write today

for booklet M-5.

PARAGON INDUSTRIES, INC.

Box 10133, Dallas 7, Texas

---

TEXTURES

lead the field . . . and

RHYTHM TEXTURES

are . . . THE

MOST OUTSTANDING

Wholesale or Retail

catalogue sent upon request

EDYTHE MATHIS

California Rhythm Products

10324 Atlantic Ave., South Gate, Calif.

---

Memo from Rome

Continued from Page 22

tionally smooth surface. While it

is still damp, hand polish simply by

rubbing the piece like Aladdin's

Lamp.

Ball milling gives no better results

with this clay than the blunging

method described; however, if blung-

ing yields poor results, try milling the

slip. Clays vary widely and some

prove unsuitable for terra sigillata.

Since it is not generally considered

a watertight finish I use it on pieces

that will not be expected to hold

water for any length of time; but,

perhaps because I fire it to the rela-

tively high temperature of cone 04,

one small terra sigillata bowl held

water for three days with no apparent

dampness even under the foot rim.

This is the only piece I have tested

and it warrants no conclusions.

A slip prepared from a natural

black-firing clay (Barnard) gave a

very smooth black matte surface.

One part of this black slip mixed with two

parts of the red gave a slightly lus-

tious dark-brown surface. One per-

cent of cobalt oxide milled in with

the red clay resulted in a somewhat
darker shade of red. Other possibili-

ties would be a milled slip including

manganese or iron oxides.

Fantasy Village

Continued from Page 27

STEP 5. Pour two cones and while

hard, carve one with Santa’s features—arms, hands, hat and coat.

Apply foamy glaze to beard, mus-

tache, eyebrows, hat and coat trim-

ming. Fire to cone 06. Paint in San-

ta’s features, using bright red on coat

and hat. Finish with scrolled black

gold decorations.

STEP 6. Santa’s sleigh uses one

cone cut lengthwise as indicated in

photo. Use the cutout portions of the

cone for sleigh seat. Cut another slab

for runner and place sleigh and run-

ner together. Add decorative designs,

dry and fire to cone 06. Finish sleigh in

bright red with black and gold decorations.

Assemble your village as best suits

the setting you have for it. A fireplace

mantle, the top of a bookcase, a buffet

or dining table are all good show-off

spots for this humorous Christmas

ensemble.
TRYS OUR MAGIC GLAZE BINDER, makes a gal. 50c Mend-All, greenware & bisque mender 4 oz. 50c. All items plus postage---Catalog 25c.

JEAN LEONARD CERAMICS
Send only 50c (refundable) for new techniques NOVEMBER 18, 7:00 P.M. at our SPECIAL NOTICE . . . MARC BELLAIRE will give a two-hour demonstration of his many 96-24 Corona Ave. Corona, L. I., N. Y. 15 E. Hartsdale Ave. Hartsdale, N. Y. 165 E. College Ave., Westerville, O. TU 2-3558 COLORS CLAYS GLAZES STAINS KILNS write for your FREE copy of "CERAMIC SUPPLIES and INSTRUCTIONS" THE T. H. GREENWOOD CO. DEPT. C, NORTH HILLS, PA.

CHIS JOHNSON'S CERAMICS
Distributor for Symphony Glazes and Underglazes, Plastic Lee Stencils, Lee Kilns, Slip and Supplies.

SPECIAL NOTICE . . . MARC BELLAIRE will give a two-hour demonstration of his many techniques NOVEMBER 18, 7:00 P.M. at our Westerville Studio. Make your reservation now, send $1.00 "total charge" for your reservation. 144 E. Crown Ave., Westerville, O., TU 2-3558 144 E. Allen St., Lancaster, OH 3-6774

Ceramic International (Syracuse Show) to DETROIT
The first large-scale contemporary ceramic exhibition of international scope is moving November 1 from Cleveland to Detroit for a month's showing. The Ceramic International (Syracuse Show) is co-sponsored by Cleveland's Ferro Corporation, Syracuse China Corporation, and the Syracuse Museum of Fine Arts.

Top potters, sculptors, and enamelist of the United States and 11 foreign countries are represented with 343 works. The exhibition will move to Grand Rapids Art Gallery in January and to Philadelphia Art Alliance in February.

Back Issues of CM
The following back issues of Ceramics Monthly are still available at sixty cents per copy (Ohio residents add 8½% sales tax). We pay postage:

1953
July, August, October, December

1954
March, July, August, November, December

1955
July, August, November, December

1956
May, June, July, August, October, December

1957
April, May, June, July, August, September, December

1958
April, May, June, September, October, November

1959
March, May.

Please send remittance (check or money order), with list of issues desired.

CERAMICS MONTHLY
4153 N. High St. Columbus 14, Ohio

November 1959

Alpine Kilns ................. Cover 4
American Art Clay Company 16
Anderson Ceramics Co. 32
Art-Craft Supplies, Inc. 32...
Arts & Crafts Distributors, Inc. 36
B & W Mfg., Co. 7
Bosch, Bee, Designs 12
Bell Ceramics, Inc. 32
Bergen Arts & Crafts 32, 34, 35, 36
Bergen Brush Supplies 31
Bill-Lin Ceramic Studio 35
Bostone's Pen-Koy Pottery 35
Buell Kilns 34
Buffalo Ceramic & Art Supply Center 32
California Rhythm Products 37
Campbell, Gilmour 36
Cedar Hill Ceramic Studio 35
Ceramic Creations 36
Ceramic Expressions, Inc. 34
Ceramiche 32
Cale Ceramic Laboratories 34
Creek-Turn 33
Draffenzd & Co. 15
Duncan Ceramic Products 8
Frangiose Ceramics 36
Garland Ceramic Supply 31
Gro-Zie Ceramics 35
Greenwood, T. H., Co. 38
Griggs, Mary, Decals 34
Holland Mold, Inc. 14
Hommel Co., O. 11
House of Ceramics 3
Hurlay, Hazel, Studio 32
Illini Ceramic Service 34
Immerman & Sons 35
Johnson, Chris, Ceramics 38
Kemper Mfg., Co. 1
Kinney, Kay 34
Klopfenstein, H. B. & Sons 32
L & W Mfg., Co. 4
Lanath, Fran, Ceramic Studio 38
Leonard, Jean, Ceramics 38
Mayco Colors 6
Midwest Ceramic Center 37
Mississippi Clay Co. 34
National Artist Supply Co. 14
Norman Ceramics, Inc. 36
Norwest Novelty Co. 32
Orton Ceramic Foundation 13
Paragon Industries 37
Pioneer Molds, Inc. 7
Rainbow Ceramic Studio 37
Reward 5
Roder Ceramic Studio 37
Rovin Ceramics 11
Schmid, Ludwig, Molds 32
Sculpture House 37
Sealey's Ceramic Service 34
Skutt & Son Wheels 12
Soriano Ceramics, Inc. 34
Sprayon Products, Inc. Cover 2
Stapleton R. & R Co. 29
Stewart Clay Co., Inc. 29
Tapping Studio Supply Co. 36
Thompson, Thomas C., Co. 11
Trinity Ceramic Supply 9
Tru-Fyre Labs 9
Unique Kilns 34
United Artist Materials Co. 37
Van Moe Ceramic Supply 36
Ward, S. Paul, Inc. 37
Wente, Jack D., Co. 37
Alpine precision kilns are used by leading universities, schools, and art institutions, throughout the entire United States.

Alpine KILNS

- Firing range up to 2500°F (Cone 14) on all models.
- Designed for both oxidation and reduction firing.
- Sturdy construction to give years of service.

Available in standard sizes from 2 cubic feet to 24 cubic feet.

For complete information about kilns and equipment write to

A. D. Alpine, Inc.
11837 TEALE ST.
CULVER CITY, CALIF.
The Ideal Gift

from Ceramics Book Department

CERAMICS FOR THE ARTIST AND POTTER by F. H. Norton
Ceramics at its best! The most complete book on the subject, richly illustrated. From choosing the proper clay to putting the final touches on a piece clearly explained. Second half of book takes you into more advanced techniques. For both beginner and professional, 17" x 10" format, 320 pages. $7.50

CERAMIC GLAZES by Callen W. Parmelee
The 314 pages of technical text in this volume cover glaze making completely, beginning with a careful discussion of raw materials. Also includes formulas and batch recipes for glasses. It is an invaluable reference.Handsomely bound. $8.00

CERAMIC SCULPTURE by John B. Kenny
Mr. Kenny uses the same step-by-step pictorial technique in his latest book as in "Pottery Making," which proved so valuable. Contains over 1000 photos and sketches covering all phases of the sculptor's art. A valuable aid for all craftsmen. Large format (17" x 10"), 320 pages. $7.50

REMAKING: PRINCIPLES & PRACTICE by Kenneth F. Bates
Winner of many prizes for his enamels the author has penned a practical guide for the beginner student and an authoritative reference for the craftsman. Covers all phases of the art of enameling, illustrated. Includes color plates. 208 pages of vital information. $3.95

DECORATION DESIGNS FOR GLASS AND PORCELAIN by Frances Johnsone
A designer and potter, the author presents 350 designs, many in full size, with suggestions for proper colors. Many Pennsylvania Dutch designs included. Includes 10" x 13" format, 72 pages. Should be on the shelf of every ceramicist's library. Paper bound. $2.00

CLAY AND GLAZES FOR THE POTTER by Daniel Rhodes
Two complete books in one! In non-technical language this is a must for every hobby-craftsmen. Student teacher and potter. Fundamental details on both CLAY and GLAZES is furnished — and much more. No ceramist can afford to be without it. Illustrated. $7.50

We Pay Postage

DESIGNS AND HOW TO by Joan R. Priolo
Top-notch decorating can be achieved by following the simple motifs which may be easily enlarged or transferred. The emphasis on modern design the author has assembled a complete subject list including birds, fish, flowers, Pennsylvania Dutch etc. 134 pages. $6.95

ENAMELING: PRINCIPLES & PRACTICE by Oppi Untracht
A complete guide for the enamelist. Excels in description of advanced techniques. An excellent addition to existing literature. Step-by-step photos are used to describe fundamentals on through to newly developed experimental styles. A major contribution to Enameling. $7.50

ENAMELING: GLAZES & POTTERY by Louis Wolchonok
One of the best books on design, it will prove invaluable to pottery and sculpture enthusiasts as well as decorators. Geometric form, flower and plant form, birds and animals in careful detail. Oversize format, 267 pages, 1280 illustrations. Cloth bound. $4.95

Order Form

CERAMICS MONTHLY Book Dept.
4175 N. High St., Columbus 14, Ohio

Please send me the following books:

[ ] Bates—Enameling $3.95
[ ] Bellaire—Underglaze $3.00
[ ] Hornung—Clay & Glazes $8.00
[ ] Johnson—Enameling $4.95
[ ] Kenny—Designs $1.90
[ ] Untracht—Pottery $7.50
[ ] Norton—Artist Potter $7.50
[ ] Parmelee—Glazes $8.00
[ ] Priolo—Designs $5.95
[ ] Rhodes—Clay & Glazes $7.50
[ ] Sanders—Ceramics Book $1.75
[ ] Untracht—Enameling $7.50
[ ] Wolchonok—Design $4.95

I enclose ......... check ........ money order

Address ....................................................
Name ..............................................
City ..............................................
State ..........................................
Ohio residents add 3% Sales Tax.

I order any of these select titles on CERAMICS MONTHLY'S Money-Back Guarantee